• a response method for multiple-choice (MC) items (de Finetti, 1965) • an examinee gives to each response option his/her subjective probability of its being correct as an expression of partial knowledge (examinees must understand the scoring rule) • Example :
"She certainly looks beautiful ___ a Japanese kimono. " A: in （50%） B: for （ 0%） C: on （20%） D: with （30%）
Scoring PT Responses
• The original scoring rule proposed by de Finetti (1965) was based on a decision theory, it involves the subjective probabilities for all alternative.
• Zhang (2007) proposed a simpler scoring rule, taking the subjective probability which was attached to the correct response option as the score for that item.
Advantages of PT
• provide a more sensitive measurement for the partial knowledge and enables more accurate measurement of the target ability than other response methods
• subject does not need a complicated judgment process to choose
•maintains all advantages of using MC items such as objectivity in scoring, flexibility in item contents, etc.
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Disadvantages of PT
• examinees must understand the concept of probability
• needs training for expressing partial knowledge by subjective probability Notation Examinee: Item: Item score vector:
( is the subjective probability given to the correct response option for item j)
The parameters of the item score distribution:
Item ability score vector: Ability parameter: The correlation coefficient of and :
the item score is the continuous data for , and the standard normal score that transformed from can be thought as the ability for answering the item.
equal percentile rank curve can be transformed into the standard normal score
The distribution of can be expressed by Beta distribution Transformed Item Score
Where, , , Let be the vector of the complete latent traits space, and , .
The joint probability density function of and can be expressed by the multivariate normal distribution as equation
Model
The marginal distribution of and can be expressed by equation
This is the same as the uni-dimensional model of Zhang (2007) . Moment method is thought to be a convenient and effective method when the size of the sample is large enough (Elderton & Johnson, 1969) . 
Estimation of Item Parameter
The parameters of the item score distribution
The maximum likelihood method is usually more accurate than the moment method, when and are small or their difference is big.
Here, 
Maximum likelihood method: the estimation method which is the same as factor analysis (ef. for instance, Lawley & Maxwell, 1971) can be used. 
In the case of subtests known (oblique)
The correlation coefficient of and can be derived by equation
And, the coefficient matrix of the subtest abilities can be derived by equation
The ability of subtest g can be derived by equation Where, , , When using as the prior distribution, the posterior distribution becomes When is added.
Estimation of Trait Value
Bayesian estimation method
Fisher's information matrix is defined as a square matrix of order g, the matrix is given by
This is a square matrix of order k.
Here, is the item discrimination parameter. Because and are independent (since item information function does not depend on ), the amount of the test information is the sum of the amount of the items information that included in the test. 
Test Information Function Matrix
Application of Multidimensional
Continuous Model
• to raise the measurement precision for Entrance examination, Qualifying examination, etc.,
• to raise the measurement precision for Reading test, Writing test, Knowledge application test, etc., 
